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Abstract
The present study examines the effect of facial expressions on followers’ level of affective and cognitive trust in the leader and
leadership effectiveness, perceived by followers. The sample consists of 20 leaders, operating in a large public-sector organization.
In order to observe facial expressions, the leaders’ nonverbal behaviors were video-recorded, during a regularly occurring staff
meeting. The research design includes surveys, filled out by followers and experts. The results show that there are correlations
between negative facial expressions and affective trust, transformational and transactional leader behavior and leadership
effectiveness. Furthermore, it is found that positive emotional displays such as smiling by leaders during meetings, have a positive
effect on follower job satisfaction.
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1.0 Introduction
The essence of leadership in organizations is to accomplish
shared objectives by influencing and facilitating collective
and individual efforts (Yukl, 2012). Effective leadership is
a crucial factor for organizational success (Khan & Anjum,
2013). A leader’s effectiveness is for a greater part, based
on his or her social influence. This social influence is shaped
by the interaction and communication with followers (Engel
& Lord, 1997). Leaders can affect organizational
performance through inducing employees attitude,
contribution and commitment. Managers can express
themselves by means of verbal and nonverbal behavior.
Various researchers underline the importance of nonverbal
behavior, for instance, Bonnacio and colleagues (2016),
state that body language transmit up to 65-93% of the total
message. People even use body language without being
aware of it, body language is constantly perceived and
interpreted by others (Mandal, 2014). Nonverbal behavior
includes all communicative acts except speech. One of these
nonverbal behaviors concerns facial expressions, which are
used in any conversations to modify the verbal utterance
(Cunningham et al., 2004). Eyebrow movements, mouth
movements and eye gazing are some examples of facial
expressions. A leader can utilize these facial expressions to
communicate with his followers, for instance, a leader’s
bright smile could express his supportiveness or approval.
Moreover, it can convey information about someone’s
personal state and intentions (Krumhuber et. al., 2007).
Numerous studies signify that a smiling person is perceived
to be more attractive and intelligent (Lau, 1982).
Furthermore, research has shown that smiling can affect
someone’s trust in a person (Dong et. al., 2014). Therefore,
nonverbal behavior is a crucial aspect of communication
and must be included as a component of effective
leadership. However, there is a gap in the scientific literature
regarding the relation between nonverbal behavior and
leadership effectiveness. Therefore, the present study
examines how leaders’ facial expressions and the two
dimensions of trust in the leader, affect follower perceptions
of leadership effectiveness. In order to do so, we use a crosssectional study design with 3 different data sources: (1)
experts rated leader’s effectiveness, (2) a survey measured
follower’s perception of the leadership effectiveness and (3)
a systematic video-based coding was used to detect leader’s
nonverbal behavior during a regular meeting. In other
words, we examined the frequency and duration of leaders’
facial expressions such as eyebrow and mouth movements
and attempt to find a relation between trust in the leader,
both cognitive and affective-based and leadership
effectiveness. The overall specific research question is: How
do leader facial expressions, and affective and cognitive
trust in the leader, affect follower perceptions of leadership
effectiveness? By this, we aim to contribute to the leadership
theory by examining if displaying positive facial
expressions can affect trust in the leader and followers’
perception of leadership effectiveness. This study is unique
as we not only use a survey measurement approach but also
video-based field observations, which are inter-reliably
coded. This research design avoids common source bias, as
a diversity of methods and sources is used.
2.0 Theoretical framework and Hypotheses
2.1 Facial expressions
Conversing with others is one of the most central of human
behavior (Bellou & Gkorezis, 2016). In any conversation,
humans use facial expression to help modify their verbal

utterance to control the flow of a dialog, or to convey
complex intentions without saying a word (Cunningham et.
al., 2004). Being able to decode, or ‘‘read’’ facial
expressions helps us to interpret others’ emotions and
intentions in social interactions and to modify our behavior
accordingly (Korb et. al., 2014). Even if nothing is said,
facial expressions still send a message that influences
perception, impression and image (Meindl et al., 1985).
Where stewardesses acknowledge the use of specific facial
displays as part of their professional identity, leadership is
another occupation where the expression of emotions is
essential (Trichas & Schyns). Leaders who use emotion
appropriately to communicate, are argued to perform at a
higher level (Goleman, 1998). Otta (1996) investigated the
effect of various forms of smiling (closed smile, upper smile
and broad smile) on person perception and came to the
conclusion that a smiling person generally creates a more
favorable impression than a nonsmiling one. Usually,
smiling is associated with happiness, which in return affects
attractiveness. Reis (1990), studied this relationship by
examining the impact of smiling on judgments of physical
attractiveness. It was found that, smiling increased rated
attractiveness when compared to a non-smiling neutral
expression. It was also demonstrated that smiling subjects
were attributed greater degrees of sincerity, sociability, and
competence, but lesser levels of independence and
masculinity. LaFrance et. al. (2003) came to the same
conclusion that perception of smiling differs per gender. She
claims that women are more blatantly expressive than men
and that women tend to smile more often than their
counterparts. This is because gender display rules call
woman to smile more than man. In particular, there is an
agreement that the behavior of men and women is often
guided by ideas about what is and is not gender-normative
behavior (Ekman & Friesen, 1975). However, it seems to be
not the case, when women and men are engaged in the same
social tasks. There, they display similar rates of smiling
according to LaFrance (2003). Yet, Hall and Friedman
(1990) claim that women smile more and that smiling is
ambiguously linked to power. Keating (1986) observed the
same phenome, that men appear to be more dominant by
smiling less. Nevertheless, Hess et. al (2002), argues that
this apparent negative link is caused by the fact, that studies
analyzed occupational roles where role demands were
confused with status. That means, that power and smiling
were studied for instance on employer versus prospective
employee. During an interview however, prospective
employees may smile more often in order to appear
pleasant, and not to seem nervous or worried, thus using
smiling as a facial mask. Erkan & Wallace (1982)
distinguish between felt and false smiles. Felt smiles are
described as spontaneous expressions of positive emotions
and difficult to simulate, whereas false smiles are attempts
to appear as if positive emotion is felt, when it is not.
Cashdan (1998), found smiling linked to socio-metric status
(likability and popularity) but not to power (toughness and
leadership). She states that, woman with high socio-metric
status smiled more than their low-status peers, particularly
in the discussion with strangers. Her finding supported her
suggestion, that smiling may be used by woman as a sign of
friendliness and affiliation as a way to gain high status.
Furthermore, women who smiled more in the discussion
with strangers were judged to be not only popular with peers
but also caring. Therefore, she came to the conclusion that
toughness and leadership are unrelated to smiling, at least in
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her sample of well-acquainted students, and that smiling
was more a signal of affiliation than of subordination.
2.2 Trust – cognitive and affective based trust
In essence, trust is a feeling of security that is based on
beliefs. “Where there is trust, there is the feeling that others
will not take advantage of me” (Porter et. al, 1975, p.497).
Research has shown, that trust is important for sustaining
individual and organizational effectiveness (McAllister,
1995). Having trust in the leader and the organization is
essential for building relationships where one can depend on
one another (Jong & Elfring, 2010). Within the literature of
trust, there is found to be consensus about distinguishing
trust into two dimensions. Johnson-George & Swap (1982)
named these two dimensions of trust, ‘reliableness’ and
‘emotional trust’, Rempel et al., (1985) called it
‘dependability’ and ‘faith’ and finally, McAllister (1995)
labeled it as ‘cognitive-based’ and ‘affective-based trust’.
They, all agree that trust is built by (1) having faith and
believing in one’s capabilities and competence and to
undoubtedly rely on it and (2) by founding emotional bonds
with genius care and concern for the welfare (Pennings &
Woiceshyn, 1987). In this study, to assess interpersonal
trust, we will use the two-dimensional model of cognitive
and affective-based trust by McAllister (1995). McAllister
(1995) explains that, choosing to trust can be seen as a
process by which one determines that an individual or an
organization is trustworthy. He or she is doing this by
considering empirical evidence or past track records of
peers. Colquitt and colleagues (2007) agrees that a
cognitive-based process is needed for individuals to gain
‘proof sources’ that provide the reliable evidence regarding
the trustworthiness of others. Therefore, to determine
whether followers have cognitive-based trust in the leader is
affected by his/her past and key characteristics such as
competence, reliability and integrity. Complementary to its
cognitive base, affective-based trust consists of an
emotional base. People make investments in relationship
and hope that these are reciprocal (McAllister, 1995). Jones
& George (1998) argue that trust begins with one party
suspending belief that the other party may not be as
trustworthy as there is no evidence to cognitively evaluate.
The process starts with affective responses such as instincts,
institutions and feelings in order to arrive at some
determination of trustworthiness of the other party (Morrow
et. al., 2004).
2.2.1 Is trust won with a smile?
Is it that a smiling face is more trustworthy? Decisions
regarding whether a person is trustworthy, irrespective of
whether he or she is smiling, can be precisely made, based
on facial features within 100ms (Todorov, Pakrashi, &
Oosterhof, 2009). Keltner & Bonanno (1997) came to the
same conclusion that facial displays of happiness, such as
smiling and laughing promote affiliative tendencies in the
observer and are connected with approach-related behavior.
When deciding whether to trust a person, research suggests
that we continue to adjust our decision making over the
course of repeated interactions, tracking changes in a social
partner’s behavior. In other words, a person’s facial display
of emotion might be incongruent with the behavior and
therefore we seek proof to trust by checking past events and
repetitive behavior. Campellone & Kring (2013) used a trust
game to investigate how people make decisions about
whether to trust a social partner. They came to the
conclusion that participant decisions of trust were initially
associated with facial features but subsequently with the

player’s behavior. When we apply these findings to our
current study, we can hypothesize that leaders that display
facial emotions such as smiling or laughing are ranked more
trustworthy. Subsequently, they will be judged as being
trustworthy by their behavioral interaction. Therefore, the
first hypothesis is:
H1: The more frequent a leader smiles during staff-meetings
will be positively related to the level of follower’s affection
and cognition-based trust in their leader.
2.3 Transformational, transactional and effective
leadership
Most of the literature distinguishes between two major
leadership styles that are effective: (1) Transformational and
(2) Transactional leadership. Managers who lead their
employees in a transformational way, may appear to be
more charismatic (Ding et. al, 2017). The reason for that is
the freedom they give to their employees. There is room for
self-development and skills-enrichment (Bass & Riggio,
2006). Followers are able to engage in creative activities,
takeover responsibilities and are more motivated to go the
extra mile as they know, their work will be appreciated
(Ebrahim, 2016). In contrast, transactional leaders reward
their followers when specific objectives are met and give
punishment for poor performance. These rewards are
usually tangible such as money and status (Cashdan, 1998).
Bass (1990) characterizes a transactional leader as one
which focuses on transactions between leaders and
employees. Two dimensions that characterize transactional
leadership style are contingent reward and management by
exception. Contingent reward leadership is rewarding
employees when the desired objective is achieved.
Management by exception is separated into two parts (1)
active and (2) passive (Lyndon & Rawat, 2015). Active
management consists of watching and searching for
deviations from rules and standards in order to prevent
mistakes. Whereas passive management by exception only
interacts when mistakes are made. Bass and Avolio (1995)
presented that leaders who use management by exception
lacks both inspirational appeal and motivational power. In
contrast, transformational leadership is classified into 4
characteristics: (1) idealized influence, (2) inspirational
motivation, (3) individual consideration and (4) intellectual
stimulation (Bass, 1990). Idealized influence means that
followers identify with their leaders and respect them.
Inspirational motivation refers to creating and
communicating an attractive vision of the future, so that
organizational goals are commonly shared and understood.
Individual consideration address the uniqueness of
employees, which increases the individual strength (Yukl,
1999). Lastly, intellectual stimulation means that new
thinking patterns are encouraged. Followers are challenged
to rethink their problem-solving approach and to strive for
solutions by considering a problem from different
perspectives (Avolio & Bass, 1995). In the present research,
we mainly focus on leadership effectiveness and
transformational and transactional leadership. Hence, the
following hypothesis is formulated:
H2: Leaders who score higher on transformational
leadership are also rated higher on leadership effectiveness
by followers compared to more transactional leaders.
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2.4 Relationship between leadership behavior and
smiling and trust
Facial expressions such as smiling and laughing are
considered to promote positive emotions (Joseph et al.,
2015) Positive emotions are seen as contagious and
positively affect other characteristics such as work climate
and atmosphere, which in turn effect job satisfaction,
organizational commitment and employee performance.
Considering these links, would it mean that leaders could be
more effective by displaying positive facial expressions?
Transformational leaders are seen to be as more charismatic
than their counterparts, transactional leaders. This might be
due to the fact, that transformational leaders display
empathy, are considered to be inspiring and enhance
empowerment. They enhance empowerment by assuring
followers of their own competencies and to provide
opportunities to experience success (Behling, 1996). Since,
transformational leaders are supposed to positively affect,
work climate and job satisfaction, we hypothesis that it
positively relates to displaying positive facial expressions.
Therefore, we hypothesize that:
H3: Leaders who score high on transformational leadership
also show more smiling (both, closed and open smile)
behaviors during staff-meetings.
Moreover, we suspect to find a positive relationship
between transformational leaders and interpersonal trust. As
transformational leaders give their followers the autonomy
of decision making and the option of expressing creativity,
they show their trust in followers, which probably will be
reciprocal. Thus, the hypothesis:
H4: Leaders who score high on transformational leadership
also are more considered trustworthy at both dimensions,
cognitively and affectively, by their follower.
3.0 Methods
Research Design
This study has a cross-sectional design with 3 different data
sources: (1) experts rated leader’s effectiveness, (2) a survey
measured follower’s perception of the leadership
effectiveness and (3) a systematic video-based coding was
used to detect leaders’ nonverbal behavior during a periodic
meeting. This research design avoids common source bias,
as a diversity of methods and sources is used (Podsakoff,
McKenzie & Erlbaum, 2012).
Sampling and data collection
Data was collected from one large Public-service
Organizations, which operate nationally wide. The sample
comprised 20 leaders with an average age of (M = 52, SD =
5.5), ranging from 34 to 64 years, a gender ratio of 3 females
to 17 males and an average job tenure of 23.4 years (SD=
17.5). A randomly chosen meeting was videotaped in order
to code the leaders’ and followers’ behavior. Immediately
after the meeting, the participating followers were asked to
fill in a survey about their demographical information. The
follower subsample comprised 192 followers with an
average age of (M = 49, SD = 10.1), ranging from 25 to 64
years, a gender ratio of 133 males to 59 females and an
average job tenure of 25.7 years (SD = 13.72). Within the

sample, all followers filled out the survey, thus the response
rate is 100%
3.1 Measures
Leadership effectiveness
Leadership effectiveness is measured by two distinctive
groups: followers and experts. The followers are the
leaders’ subordinates and the experts their supervisors. The
group of experts consisted of 3 supervisors per leader, that
individually and independently scored the leaders on their
overall effectiveness. This overall effectiveness score was
rated on a scale of 1 (highly ineffective) to 10 (highly
effective). The followers, (leaders’ direct team-members)
judged leadership effectiveness using four items from the
MLQ 5X-short package (Avolio & Bass, 1995). The four
items are formulated as follows: ‘My leader is leading our
team effective’, ‘My leader is effective in meeting my jobrelated needs’, ‘My leader is effective in meeting
organizational requirements’ and ‘My leader is effective in
representing my team at a higher authority’. The response
categories range from 1 (never) to 7 (always). Cronbach’s
alpha for this construct was .91.
Affective and cognitive trust
Trust in the leader was measured with the aid of
McAllister’s (1995) developed scale of affective and
cognitive trust. The measure consists of 11 items, 5
measuring levels of affect-based trust and 6 measuring
levels of cognition-based trust, where the respond categories
range from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The
items for assessing affect-based trust consist of statements
such as: ‘We have a sharing relationship. We can both freely
share our ideas, feelings and hopes’ and ‘I can talk freely to
this individual about difficulties I am having at work and
know that she/he will want to listen’. For assessing
cognition-based trust, the items consist of statements such
as: ‘This person approaches his/her job with
professionalism and dedication’, ‘Given this person’s track
record, I see no reasons to doubt his/her competence and
preparation for the job’ and ‘I can rely on this person not to
make my job more difficult by careless work’. Followers
rated their trust perception of the leader by scoring the items
on a scale from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely
agree). Cronbach’s alpha for affective-based and cognitivebased trust were .87 and .93.
Facial expressions – eyebrow and mouth movements
In order to observe facial expressions, regular staff meetings
were video-recorded. Within these videos, the leaders and
his/her followers’ nonverbal behavior patterns could be
perceived. In order to observe facial expressions precisely,
a camera was placed in front of the leaders. Two further
cameras were filming from different perspectives the whole
interaction between leaders and followers. To minimize
obtrusive observation, the cameras were installed before the
meeting began. Besides, Erickson (1992) stated that the
presence of a camera will be forgotten, shortly after the
meeting will start. Therefore, there was no threat of observer
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bias and also reactivity assumptions were opposed by asking
the followers whether the leaders’ behavior during the staff
meeting was representative. The respond categories ranged
from 1 (not representative) to 7 (highly representative). The
Cronbach’s alpha for this construct was .83.
Facial expressions were distinguished into 2 movements, (1)
eyebrow movements and (2) mouth movements. These two
movements were observed based on a detailed coding
scheme and a specialized video-observation software from
Noldus Information Technologies, called “The Observer
TX” (Noldus, Trienes, Hendriksen, Jansen, & Jansen, 2000;
Spiers, 2004). For this study, two students coded
independently the movements of eyebrows and mouth, their
frequencies and duration. Eyebrow movements were
subdivided into categories such as (1) raised, (2) lowered
and (3) mixed eyebrow movements. Mouth movements
ranged from (1) open smile to (2) closed smile and (3) lip
corners down.
3.2 Coding scheme
The nonverbal behaviors of middle managers were observed
based on a coding scheme. This coding scheme categorizes
4 behavioral movements: (1) body orientation, (2) hand
movements, (3) eye gaze and (4) mouth and eyebrow
movements and subdivides them into more specific gestures
and cues. In total, 19 behaviors are distinguished. In this
study, the focus is on mouth and eyebrow movements (see
Table 1).
Table 1: Coding scheme for facial expressions such as
mouth and eyebrow movements
Category
Mouth
movements

Eyebrow
movements

Behavior
Open smile

Operationalization
The mouth corners are drawn up
and out, and the upper lip is
raised showing parts or all of the
teeth. Also, referred to as broad
or wide smiles

Closed
smile

The mouth corners are slightly
drawn up and outwards, while
the teeth remain covered by the
lips

Lip corners
down

Raised
eyebrows

The mouth corners are lowered
downwards, with the lips
covering the teeth. Sometimes
co-occurs with stiffening or
pressing of the lips.
Both eyebrows are lifted
upwards.

Lowered
eyebrows

Both eyebrows contract and
move towards the nose.

Mixed
eyebrows
movements

One Eyebrow is lifted and the
other is lower.

3.3 Coding procedure
Nonverbal behavior consists of numerous micro behaviors
that can simultaneously be signaled through different
channels (Ekman, 2004). In order to code these micro
behaviors precisely, the process of coding was divided into
groups (1) body orientation, (2) hand movements (3) eye
gaze and (4) eyebrow and mouth movements. A total
number of 8 students coded each independently 20 videos
with a time length of 30 minutes. Pair-wisely, the students
concentrated only on one of the 4 categories within the
coding scheme to assure coding accuracy. Conversely to
natural (non-videotaped) nonverbal behavior observation,
the coding within one category is mutually exclusive. For
instance, an open smile cannot be simultaneously coded
with a closed smile. In order to agree on the interpretation
of specific behaviors, the students were trained beforehand.
This training included: (1) understanding the coding scheme
and (2) aiming for an agreement above 80%. This was done
by coding independently a few minutes of a random selected
video. To compare the trial videos, the program “The
Observer XT” (Noldus, Trienes, Hendriksen, Jansen, &
Jansen, 2000; Spiers, 2004) was used. This program
displays a comparison list where agreements and
disagreements are shown. Disagreements were solved by
reaching consensus regarding coding definitions. As soon as
sufficient agreement was conducted, the actual video coding
began.
3.4 Inter-rater reliability
To check for ambiguous interpretation of nonverbal
behaviors, the inter-rater reliability measures were
incorporated. The software, the Observer XT displays the
amount of agreement and disagreement in percentage.
Percentage of agreement explains the proportion of codings
on which the coders reached an agreement, where 100%
refers to total agreement and 0% to full disagreement. In
order to determine the inter-rater agreement, Cohen’s Kappa
was used. Kappa (κ) is a measure of inter-rater agreement
for categorical scales when there are two raters (Cavicchio
& Poesio, 2009). It ranges generally from 0 to 1.0 where
large numbers mean better reliability and values close to
zero suggest that agreement is attributable to chance alone.
This means, that Kappa (κ), corrects for the random chance
of agreement and is therefore suited as a reliability measure
(Carletta,1996). In this study, 4 categories of nonverbal
behavior were pair wisely observed: (1) body orientation,
(2) hand movements, (3) eye gaze and (4) mouth and
eyebrow movements. The results for inter-rater reliability
differ per category. The category which had from the
beginning on, already high values of agreement is body
orientation, with an average kappa (κ), of .52. The reason
for this might be the fact that the behavior of body
orientation is mostly extensive presented. The coding
options for the behaviors ranged from: expansive body
posture to constricted body posture and to body lean
movements, with a distinction between, leaning forwards
and backwards. These behaviors seem to be easier to
observe, which lead to higher amounts of agreements before
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even having discussed them. For mouth and eyebrow
movements, the initial number of agreements per video was
lower than for body orientation, with an average kappa (κ)
of .37. However, by reviewing the coding scheme,
consensus was found, which increased the average kappa
(κ) to .93.
3.5 Data analysis
To test the 4-stated hypothesis, we firstly conducted a
correlation analysis. In this analysis, an alpha level of .05 is
employed. The hypotheses, which have shown a positive or
negative correlation were further tested through a regression
analysis. Finally, two extreme score analysis between the 5
most and the 5 least effective leaders and: (1) the smiling

behavior and (2) affective and cognitive trust in the leader,
were executed by running a ANOVA test.
4.0 Results
4.1 Descriptive statistics
Table 2 shows an overview of the leader’s facial expressions
during video-coded meetings. In total, 20 leaders and their
facial expressions (e.g. mouth and eyebrow movements)
were observed. The table shows the frequency and duration
of each facial cue. The expression that appeared the most
and longest were raised eyebrows (38 times in total and
144.7s on average). The one, that appeared the least and for
the shortest time were lip corners down (7 times and 21.20s
on average). Furthermore, we can see that leaders did smile
more open and for longer than they did with a closed smile.

Table 2: How often and for how long (min., max. and on average) the leaders display facial expressions (n=20, total
video length 1800s)
Displayed facial expression
freq.: min
max
average
dur.: min
max
average
Open smile
2
41
12
2.84
216.41
51.18
Closed smile

0

16

6

0

43.04

14.74

Lip corners down

1

15

7

2.97

96.38

21.20

Raised eyebrows

13

74

38

23.94

302.43

144.70

Lowered eyebrows

2

31

8

3.88

272.25

48.06

Table 3 illustrates the different smiling behavior per gender.
These findings imply that female leaders smile openly more
often than male leaders, although male leaders surprisingly
tend to smile more often in a closed manner. The duration
Table 3: The smiling effect on gender
Gender
Open smile frequency
Male
9
Female
25

of the smiling is accordingly to the frequency of the smiling.
Women tend to smile more openly and for longer, whereas
men tend to smile more closely and for longer on average.

Mouth movement
Open smile duration
Closed smile frequency
39,70s
6
116s
2

Closed smile duration
16,65s
3,90s

4.2 Correlation - facial expressions and key variables
Table 4 illustrates the correlation between leaders’ facial
expressions and followers’ perception of the key variables
such as trust (cognitive and affective), leadership style
(transformational and transactional) and overall leadership
effectiveness. A Pearson’s correlation (two-tailed) was
executed to test for significant value (< .05). As shown in
table 4, we did not find a significant correlation between
smiling and the variables: trust, transformational and
transactional leadership and leadership effectiveness. This
means that we reject the hypothesis H1, which states that the
more frequent a leader smiles during staff-meetings will be
positively related to the level of follower’s affection and
cognition-based trust in their leader

Interestingly, there are a few negative correlations found in
relation with lowered eyebrows. Firstly, we can see a
negative relationship between the frequency of lowered
eyebrows and affective trust in the leader (r= -.44, p<.05).
Secondly, both, frequency and duration of lowered
eyebrows are negatively correlated with transformational
leadership (r= -.51, p<.05 and r= -.46, p<.05). Lastly, again
both, frequency and duration of lowered eyebrows are
negatively correlated with leadership effectiveness (r= -.60,
p<.05) and (r= -.52, p<.05).

Table 4: Correlation between facial expressions and key variables
Facial expressions
Cognitive trust in Affective trust in
Transformational
Leader
Leader
Leadership
Open smile freq.
.36
.32
.36
Open smile du.

.39

.32

.38

Transactional
Leadership
.33
.40

Leadership
effectiveness
.20
.20
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Closed smile freq.

-.21

-.22

-.27

-.15

-.29

Closed smile du.

-.29

-.30

-.37

-.16

-.40

Lip corners down freq.

-.06

-.08

.02

.06

.04

Lip corners down du.

.01

.05

.06

.05

-.10

Raised eyebrows freq.

.08

-.01

.25

-.21

.17

Raised eyebrows du.

.13

.15

.25

-.12

.16

Lowered eyebrows freq.

-.37

-.44*

-.51*

-.06

-.60**

Lowered eyebrows dur.

-.36

-.34

-.46*

-.01

-.52*

*p < .05. **p < .025. ***p < .001
4.3 Regression analysis – the leadership styles’ impact
In order to test hypothesis H2, H3 and H4, linear regression
analyses were conducted. Table 6 shows a significant
regression equation between transformational leadership
and the tested variables. The hypothesis H2, which states
that leaders who score higher on transformational
leadership, are also rated higher on leadership effectiveness
by followers, compared to more transactional leaders, finds
support (also see table 7).
H3, stating that leaders who score high on transformational
leadership, also show more smiling (both, closed and open

smile) behaviors during staff-meetings cannot be supported.
There was no significant regression equation between
smiling behavior and transformational leadership shown.
The last hypothesis H4, which states that leaders who score
high on transformational leadership, also are more
considered trustworthy at both dimensions, cognitively and
affectively, by their follower is supported by the findings
(see table 6). The results of the regression analysis are
significant.

Table 6: Results of regression analysis regarding transformational leadership
Transformational leadership
Variables
B
SE B
β
Affective trust in leader
.818
.091
.904***
Cognitive trust in leader
1.05
.13
.89***
Leadership effectiveness
1.37
.18
.87***
perceived by followers
*p < .05. **p < .025. ***p < .001

T
8.95
8.14
7.60

p
.00
.00
.00

Table 7: Results of regression analysis regarding transactional leadership
Transactional leadership
Variables
B
SE B
β
Affective trust in leader
.69
.16
.72***
Cognitive trust in leader
.92
.21
.73***
Leadership effectiveness
1.09
.30
.65***
perceived by followers
*p < .05. **p < .025. ***p < .001

T
4.35
4.46
3.62

p
.00
.00
.00

Since, there is no relation found between smiling behavior
and leadership effectiveness, but for lowered eyebrows
movements, we executed a regression analysis. The results,
displayed in Table 8, show that the frequency of lowered
eyebrows is significantly (negatively) related to affective
Table 8: Results of regression analysis
Lowered eyebrows frequency
Variables
B
SE B
Affective trust in leader
-.03
.02
Transformational leadership
-.04
.02
Leadership effectiveness
-.07
.02
perceived by followers
*p < .05. **p < .025. ***p < .001

trust, transformational leadership and leadership
effectiveness. For cognitive trust, there was no significant
regression equation found.

β
-.44*
-.51*
-.60*

T
-2.065
-2.533
-3.150

p
.05
.02
.01
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Given the fact, that lowered eyebrows are negatively related
to leadership effectiveness, affective trust and
transformational leadership, we wanted to test whether the
same applies to ‘general negative facial expressions’.
Therefore, we averaged lip corners down (frequencies
/durations) with lowered eyebrows (frequencies/durations)
and ran a regression analysis. For affective trust and
transformational leadership, there was no significant
regression equation found. Regarding, the perceived
leadership effectiveness by followers, a simple linear
regression was calculated to predict leadership
effectiveness, based on ‘negative facial expressions’. A
significant (negative) regression equation was found
(F(1.18)=6.15, p<.05), with an R2 of .255 (β= -.505).
Besides the negative regression equation of ‘negative facial
expressions’ and leadership effectiveness, a positive
equation was found. A simple linear regression was
conducted to predict job satisfaction, based on open smiling
behavior. A significant (positive) regression equation was
found for the frequency of open smiles (F(1.18)=6.43,
p<.05), with an R2 of .263 (β=.513) and the duration of open
smiles (F(1.18)=7.77, p<.05), with an R2 of .302 (β=.549).
Finally, we ran an extreme score analysis for leadership
effectiveness to test whether the 5 most and the 5 least
effective leaders vary significantly on smiling. We run the
extreme score analysis separately for leadership
effectiveness, using (1) experts’ ratings and (2) followers’
perceptions. The results of the ANOVA test were not
significant.
The same extreme score analysis was executed for affective
trust to test whether the most trustworthy (affective based)
leaders show similar smiling patterns. The 5 leaders that
scored highest on affective trust and the 5 leaders that scored
the lowest on affective trust were compared. The ANOVA
test did not display significant results.
5.0 Discussion
This presented study examined the nonverbal behavior of 20
leaders, working in a large public-service organization, that
operates nationally wide. The meetings, differing from
team-member size, were video-recorded. This observation
method is still not that common in leadership studies,
probably due to the fact, that it is highly extensive and takes
a lot of time to employ. Moreover, we used surveys to rank
leaders’ effectiveness, perceived by followers, but also to
assess further variables such as trust in the leader, job
satisfaction, transformational and transactional leadership.
Expert’s that are familiar and well-acquainted with leaders’
performance, scored their leadership effectiveness on a
scale, ranging from 1 to 10, where 10 stands for highest
effectiveness. The study was guided by the research
question: How do facial expressions, and affective and
cognitive trust in the leader, affect follower perceptions of
leadership effectiveness. To examine this hypothesis,
bivariate correlations and simple, linear regression analyses
were run, including the variables such as: affective and
cognitive trust, transformational and transactional
leadership, leadership effectiveness and the observed facial
expressions (open smile, closed smile, lip corner down,
raised eyebrows and lowered eyebrows). The results did not
support the hypothesis that smiling has an impact on trust in
the leader and leadership effectiveness. However, there was
found a relation between lowered eyebrows and affective
trust in the leader, transformational leadership and
leadership effectiveness. That would mean, that although

positive facial expressions such as smiling do not have an
impact, lowered eyebrows have one. To examine this
relationship further, we computed a new variable “negative
facial expressions” by aggregating lowered eyebrows with
lip corners down. The results show that, also there is found
to be a relationship. Therefore, we ran a regression analysis
which is significant. In sum, negative facial expressions are
found to have an impact on trust, transformational- and
transactional leadership and leadership effectiveness. It is
reasonable to believe that negative facial expressions lead to
having less affective trust in a person, which means, that
these first intuitions of considering someone trustworthy are
not given. This phenomenon was already found in studies,
using trust games. In these trust games, the persons who
smiled less, or seemed to be grumpy/angry were less
engaged with (Campellone & Kring, 2013). Moreover,
there was found to be a positive relationship between job
satisfaction and displaying open smiles. Literature suggests
that, smiling can be contagious and can entail positive
outcomes (Vijayalakshmi & Bhattacharya, 2012). This
result is not surprising, as in general, being surrounded by
people that are in a good mood, affects overall satisfaction.
Affective and cognitive trust are both significantly
correlated with transformational and transactional leaders.
Additionally, they are significantly correlated with
leadership effectiveness, which however can be caused by
using the same source (Podsakoff, McKenzie & Erlbaum,
2012). As followers scored their leaders on items based on
transformational and transactional characteristics, the scores
for cognitive and affective trust were therefore, probably
almost the same. That means that, if a leader scored high on
both transformational and transactional leadership, he/she
consequently scored high on affective and cognitive trust. In
order to prevent this common source bias, experts’ ratings
on transformational and transactional leadership should be
assessed, which in turn can be linked with followers’
perception of trust in the leader. This would give a more
precise understanding of the relationship between
leadership style and trust.
Literature suggest, that smiling differs per gender.
According to LaFrance and collogues (2003), women tend
to smile more often than men. The findings of this study find
support for this. Female leaders smiled openly more often,
whereas men tend to smile in a closed manner, more often.
The duration of the two different smiling behaviors differ
accordingly. Women smiled openly on average longer and
men smiled closely on average longer.
Furthermore, we tested for a relationship between smiling
and the most and least effective leaders by running an
ANOVA test. The results are not significant. Therefore, we
cannot state, that effective leaders smile more often or that
general smiling has an impact on leadership effectiveness.
The same extreme score analysis was executed to test for a
relationship between trust and the most and least effective
leaders. Only the variable affective trust was considered, as
a correlation was found beforehand. The results, show
however, that there is no significant relationship between
affective trust and most and least effective leaders.
One relevant finding is the significant negative relationship
between negative facial expressions and leadership
effectiveness. A linear regression analysis shows a
significant negative equation. That means, that displaying
negative facials expressions such has lowered eyebrows and
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lip corners down have an impact on followers’ perception
of leadership effectiveness.
These findings can be useful for leaders to become aware of
their facial expressions.
5.1 Practical implications
The findings of this study can be used for future assessment
and training of management. By video-coding leaders’
behavior, it can be precisely assessed how often and for how
long behavior patterns are carried out. This is a rich data
source, as different variables can be tested for correlation.
Due to the fact, that these leaders were scored on leadership
effectiveness by experts and followers, we could examine
the most and least effecftive leaders and subsequently test
for nonverbal behavior patterns, which are used by more
effective and less effective leaders. When leaders become
aware of which behavior has an impact on effectiveness,
they can be trained to display these in regular staff meetings
purposely. For instance, managers that regularly lower their
eyebrows and lip corners during meetings tend to be less
trustworthy and effective. Therefore, by becoming aware of
it, might help less effective leaders to increase their
performance.
5.2 Strength, limitations and future research
The strength of this study is the cross-sectional design with
3 different data sources. The video observation of regular
staff meetings and the subjective surveys filled out by
followers and experts. The use of different data sources and
methods reduces common method bias. Besides the strength
of this presented study, there are some limitations to be
mentioned. Firstly, the surveys which were filled out by the
followers were extensive and time-consuming, which could
lead followers to rush through at the end. Additionally, the
surveys measured followers’ perception only at one time,
which is not precisely and can threat reliability. However,
to oppose that threat, the results of the experts and followers
can be compared to test whether the perception of both
parties is mostly the same. Secondly, the cross-sectional
nature of the study makes it more challenging to determine
the true direction of causality between the variables used.
To improve this, future research may implement a
longitudinal study, which can help to assess the incremental
development of the variables and causality. Thirdly, the
small sample size can be an issue. The dataset for leader
consists only of 17 males- and 3 female leaders. Especially,
the gender ratio might be too limited in order to draw
accurate relationships. Moreover, the leaders and followers
were all of one nationality, operating in a public-sector
organization, which limits the generalizability. Including,
employees with dissimilar cultural backgrounds who
operate as well as in public but also in private-sector
organizations might have brought different insights.
Further research should take these limitations into account.
A bigger sample size with an increased number of female
leaders should be focused on. Furthermore, the sample
should consist of cultural diverse individuals that work in
both public and private- sector organizations. Moreover, the
surveys which capture the subjective opinion of experts and
followers could be filled out in different time elapses, which
would increase reliability.

6. Conclusion
The present study gives insight about the effect of
displaying facial expressions and its relationship toward
affective and cognitive trust and leadership effectiveness.
Even though, there was no evidence found that displaying
positive facial expression will increase the level of follower
trust in their leader (both, affectively and cognitively) and
their perceptions of leadership effectiveness, still the
opposite was found to be true, which is a negative
relationship between negative facial expressions and
leadership effectiveness. This means, that the more the
leader expresses negative facial cues such as lowered
eyebrows and lip corners down, the less effective he or she
is. These findings can be used for further assessment and
training of management to increase individual performance.
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